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Πάσχα τών Ελλήνων
What are some of the defining characteristics of the great annual commemoration we call
‘Greek Orthodox Easter’, which is ever the same and yet always new each year?
Let me put it in terms of recollections of Easter (or Pascha, Πάσχα) in Greece.
Although the traditions experienced by Greek people in either Greece or Australia are virtually identical at this time of year, it is interesting that the experience in Greece is still different because society as a whole seems to participate there in the events of Lent, Holy Week
and the Resurrection of Christ.
In Greece, to varying degrees, Pascha is very much ‘in the air’, even in the way that people
extend untranslatable wishes to each other publicly, like Kali Anastasi (frankly, I don’t
know how an atheist would cope!).
Added to this, Easter in Greece is a bigger celebration than Christmas, whereas in Australia
and in other western societies it is the other way round.
So, with these brief thoughts in mind, I would like to share a summary of what struck me
about Easter in Greece, both in 1987 and 2007:
1) On Holy Friday, as a sign of penthos (mourning), the national flag of Greece on Parliament House and elsewhere flew at half mast. Far more than just an external detail,
this gesture sent a penetrating message about the spirit of Holy Week in an instant.
2) Throughout the same sad day, Church bells were struck in low tones at regular intervals, like at a funeral, to mark the burial of the Lord.
3) All the public buses used their electronic front displays to form the words ΚΑΛΗ
ΑΝΑΣΤΑΣΗ in big yellow capital letters.
4) On Holy Friday evening, five of the most central Parishes of Athens commenced
their Epitaphios funeral processions from separate points. But then they would all
JOIN into one big procession (who said Greeks can’t get together?) that funneled
into Syntagma Square, where the late Archbishop Christodoulos of Athens and all
Greece gave a very meaningful sermon to a silent crowd.

5) Holy Saturday is, naturally, quite subdued. TVs showed documentaries on pilgrimage sites like Jerusalem, Mt Athos and Mt Sinai. Radios gave a fair dose of solemn
Byzantine chanting.
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6) In our Greek Pascha of 2007, we were perched on top of Lycabettos Hill to celebrate the Resurrection in the tiny church of St George. It is remarkably symbolic
that the highest point of bustling Athens is not a tourist lookout or a restaurant (they
can be found further down the hill). No, the highest point is a …church! And we
were in it for that Holy Saturday. It was so small and unpretentious in fact that you
could have been excused for thinking you were in some country town, not smack in
the middle of a metropolis.
7) When the priest and congregation exited the church at midnight to proclaim Χριστός
Ανέστη - Christ is Risen, it coincided with huge fireworks below (you know, the
illegal kind that you don’t see as much as feel). For a few moments, it was like an
earthquake had opened up the graves and awoken the dead…
8) While chanting the celebratory hymn up there, the white translucent candles held by
the faithful were complemented (and maybe complimented) by the wonderfully lit
Parthenon below.
9) Back on ground level, one saw the passenger seats even of taxis lit up as faithful
scurried in all directions to take the holy light back to their homes, and make with it
the sign of the cross on the front doors, in much the same way as the ancient Israelites in Egypt smeared the doorposts of their homes with the saving blood of the sacrificial lambs.
10) Now the messages on the front of all the buses had changed in the twinkle of an
eye. In the same big, yellow capital letters they said ΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ ΑΝΕΣΤΗ!
11) Shopping dockets even printed wishes for a Happy Easter. What was going on
here? It was almost surreal.
12) The traditional lambs had already begun their four or five hour cooking session on
rotating spits. The lambs have been customary for so long that some of us may
have forgotten this choice of main meal harks back to the Lamb of God who
‘takes away the sin of the world’ (John 1:29), and which ‘before its shearer is silent’ (Acts 8:32).
All of these things took place, not in some traditional village which time had forgotten but,
as mentioned already, in the middle the Greek capital! However, if one were to venture just
beyond the city, one would see that nature itself seems to participate in the unfolding of the
Paschal mystery. This is thanks to Easter coinciding with Spring in the northern hemisphere.
During the 40 days of Lent leading up to Holy Week and Easter, the colour of wildflowers
in the countryside is mostly purple – the traditional colour of mourning in the Orthodox
Church. Yet with the arrival of Pascha, the purple gives way to bright red poppies in their
millions. Red that is the colour of joy. Red that symbolizes life. Red that decorates the
boiled Easter eggs before they are cracked with family and friends in playful rivalry.
And when you take any one of those red poppies and push the petals back, a black cross is
apparent (see photo). The cross, like our hearts, is now in a bright setting, no longer in a
gloomy one.

Kalo Pascha!
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The cross inside each poppy.

The tastier side of a spiritual feast.

